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Summary
The problem ofestimating population variance isconsidered in the presence of

large true observations. Aclass of estimators, which are linear function ofs? and y? is
presented. General properties of the class are obtained. The results are in particular
applied to estimation of variance of one-parameter family of exponential populations.
Conditions are obtained to generate estimators, from the proposed class, which are better
than those considered by Ojha and Srivastava [3], Ojha [4] and Singh [9].
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Introduction

Itis well known that based on arandom sample of{yi,y2,.- ,yn} ofsize n, the
sample mean y and mean square s'= (n-l)"'^ (yi " F)' unbiased for

i"l

population mean nand variance respectively and are commonly used in practice.

Itmay be noted that incase ofthe populations satisfying

L where Cis akno^h constant; or, in other words, the population.coefficient of
^ variation %i^ known to be C, another unbiased estimator of :is given by

[nC?/(n+C')] T' . For example in case of one-parameter family of ej^onential
=: di^ributions which satisfy the above condition With C? = 1 , the estimator

njP/(n+l) discussed by Ojha [4] is unbiased for the variance. We also refer to Lee
f : [2] and Singh [8] inthis context. One may thus consider aclass ofestimators
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d* =wiy^ +W2 (1.2)

for estimatingthe variance, especially in case of the populations satisfying(1.1),
wherewj and wj aresuitably chosenweights.

In caseof thedistributions skewedat right, if the outliers (yj > t) are preseirt
or if the distribution F(y) is truncated on the right at t, the customary estimators y
and s^ may notbesuitable for estimating ^ and respectively. Insuch situations
wheresome 'extremely large' values yj > t arepresentin thesample, an estimator
for 1^ defined by

y, =n"^ [2 yj +(n-r)t ], (r=0,l,2,...,n); (yj s t)
H (1-3)

is given by Searls [7]. He showed that there exists a wide range of the values of t
inwhichmeansquareerror(MSB) of ytis lessthanthevariance of . In the similar
circumstances Ojha and Srivastava [3] proposed an estimator

sf =(n-1)-* [i yf +(n-r)t^ - ],(r=0,l,..., n); (yj st)
j=i ^1.4)

for the variance and found that sfisbetter than usual unbiased estimator s%ra
wide range of cut off point t. Following the approach adopted by Searls [6] and
Hirano [1], recently Singh [9] modified the above estimator to

Ti=wsf (1.5)

where w is a suitably chosen weight. In case the coefficient of kurtosis

yj = P2 - 3, P2 of truncated distribution and variance ratio
X( =b'^/a) areknown exactly, theestimator

_ n(n-l) sf
^ X[(n-l)P2 +n'-2n +3] (1.6)

with

: MSEW Ail-- g— ^
is found to be the be^ (in the sense of having minimum MSE) in the class of
estimators Tj.
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In case ofthe populations satisfying (1.1), one may consider estimator, for
defined by

T3 =w'y? (1.8)

where w* is a suitably chosen weight. In case- of one-parameter family of
exponential populations truncated att an estimator for variance due to Ojha [4] is
given by

T4 =-^f
n+1 t

It is natural to consider a combined estimator

d=Wi^ +W2S? (110)

for estimating in the presence of 'extremely large' observations (yj>t) where Wj
and W2 are suitably chosen non-random weights whose sum need not be unity.
In the present paper, first we study the properties of the above estimator in general
case and then in the particular case of one- parameter exponential family of
distributions.

2.Properties oftheProposed Class ofEstimators

The estimators in the proposed class d defined by (1.10) are, in general,
" biased and their biases and MSE are, respectively, given by

B(d) =w'Q-a^ (2.1)

and

M(d) =w'Gw-2o^w'Q +a"* (2.2)

where w'= (w^, Wj); Q=(E^, Esf) and G=(gj^) is a positive definite matrix
• with

Afteralgebraic simplification, the optimumvaiti6s\Vo ii{v^ minimum
MSE are given by ; , ^

w„.o=[E(s;)E(fJ)-E(s,")E(SsJ)J/D(y;,.,'), ^3^
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Wo2 =o\E{sp E(yt)-E( ^)E (^ s^)]/D (sp,

and Mo (d)=o'
N(^,s^)
D(^,s^)

respectively and the resultingbias is givenby

Bo (d) =-Mo(''Vo'

where D(y^, s^) =E(y^) E(s^^) - {E (^, s^)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

N( s^^) ={E( )} Ê(s;) +{E( )f E( y;) - 2E( ^ )E( s[) E( s^)

Let Jit and denote themean and variance and as,t and a4,denote third
and fourth order moments about origin of the distribution F(y) truncated on the
right at the point t. It is noted that the random variable r, thenumber ofyj's in the
random sample {yi,-,yn} satisfying yj £ t (j = 1,..., n), will have the binomial
distribution with parameters nand p =p[yjSt] =F(t). Letq=l-p. Itisfound that

E(^) =-^(n+C-^);E(s^) =a^
•2 *2E(^,<) =̂ ^[(P; +n-3)C-^ +2n#[C* +n^]

E( f )=-^[ K+3(n-l) IC" +4n\C C" +6n'c" +n' ]
t n ' ^ i

where ji' =pji, +qt; o'^=p(of +[j^) +

1^3 =P"3,1 +q - 3(a'̂ + )n* +2n*'

K=pa4., +qf-4(pa3,, +qt' )|A* +6(o*^ +\i^ )m.'̂ -Sn"

(2.7)
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,2

K
a'^ ; p; =

• =-lk
^»4

It may be noted that the estimators Ti to T4being particular members of the
class d in (1.10), each of them is dominated by the optimum estimator

whatever weights are used in and T3. However the optimum estimators
Tqi =Wq s^, To3 =Wq ^ and d,, are not quite useful from application point ofview
as the optimum weights depend on the unknown parameters C, pj, pj and
X={p/af. In such a situation the technique suggested by Tripathi, Maiti and
Sharma [10] may be quite useful for generating estimators from dbetter than sfand
T , T2, T3 and T4without depending on the exact optimum weights.

Using (2.2) itmay beshownthat the estimatord =Ti +Wi^ would bebetter
thanTi

iff wi liesbetween 0 and2woi (2.9)

where w;^ =[a'E( ^) - wE (s^)]/e( y;)

is the optimum choice of w^, for fixed w, in d. In particular we may set

.. n(n-l)
^ ^ ~X">[(n-l)p*® +n' - 2n +3]

where O<X £ pj'̂ ' a pj , so that =w" s^ isbetter than s^.

Further using (2.2) itmay beshown that d =T3 +W2 s? would be better than
T3

iffW2 lies between 0 and 2wo2 (2.10)

where w^^ =["' ^(s^) - w* E( y^ s^) ]/ E(s^)

is the optimum choice ofW2, forQxed w* ind.

In the following section we discuss the properties of the proposed class of
estimators for one-parameter family of exponential distributions.
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3. Properties of the Proposed Class ofEstimators for Exponential Population

It is well known that in case of one-parameter family of exponential
distributions with probability density function

f(y,0) =
le"'/®; y>0,9>0

0 otherwise (3.1)

themean and variance aregiven by0 and 0^ respectively satisfying thecondition
(1.1) with C?=l.

For such populations we obtain

E(?) (X +np'); E(sf) =0' X; E( y;) =4 (A+B)
' n

E(^sf)=-^(E+F);E(s:) =
n(n-l)

(C-D)

where p = F(t) =p(yj s t) = 1 - exp(-t/e ); q = 1-p; X= l-2q(K0 ) -

A'=3 X'(n-2) +6X(nV+2npq +2)

B = np'(n^p +4q +8) - 12npq (Ke)^ - 4q(Ke)'

C= X'(n' - 5n +6 )+12X(n-l); D =4(n-l) q(K0)'

E = X^ (n-6) + X(n'p' +6npq + 12)

F=2np {p' (q+2) - 3q(^)'} - 4q(V&)'

From (2.1) to (2.6) and (3.2) we obtain

i2.
0B(d) =—[wi (X +np^)+ nXw, - n],

(3-2) -

M(d) =
0^

n^(n-l)L
wi (ri-l)(A+B) +w^n^ (C-D) +2WjW2n(n-l)(E+F)

-2w^n^ (n-l)( X+np^) - 2n' (n-l)Xw2 +n^ (n-1) ] (3.3
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Wol
_ r(>^ +np^ )(C-D) - (n-1) X(E+F)1

(A+B)(C-D) - (n-l)(E+F)'

^ _n(n-l)r(A+B)?.-(?. +np^)(E +F)1
(A+B)(C-D) - (n-l)(E+Ff

Mo(d) =0'[l-i (). +np')woi +nXwo2l]

55

(3.4)

(3.5)

and Bo (d) = - Mo

As t approaches the upper limit of the distribution i.e. as t 0 we have
p ^ 1, q-» 0 giving

02
B(d) = —[(n+l)wi + nW2 - n]

and M(d) • 0- ['̂ ^ t 1
n n(n-l)

(n^ +5n + 6) 2wi (n+1) ^ ,
+ 2ww^-=^ = — --2w 11 2 n' n 2J (3.6)

which is same as obtained by Pandey and Singh [5] in case of the original
distributionf(y, 0) in (3.1).

It is interesting to notethat M(d)in (3.6) is minimized for

_2

Wi =
n

n +5n + 6
,W2 = 0

(3.7)

which indicates that one need not include the component s^ in the estimators (1.2)
for estimating the variance 0^. However the same ^oes not hold true in general ifor
the estimators (1.10) suitable for estimating 0^ incase ofpresence ofoutliers y>t.
The optimum estimator '

do =woiy^ +Wo2sJ

is always better than the optimum estimators

Tqi =wq s^, wo =n(n-l) V(C-D)
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To3 =w; w; =n' (X +np') / (A+B) (3.8)

It may be noted that as

ri' +5n +6' ^02^^ (3.9)

n(n-l) , n^ (n+1)
% n^ +7n - 6 ' V +6n^ +lln +6

It is noted that the optimum estimators do, Toi and T03 are not easy to apply
in practiceas the optimumweights involvethe quantities p and t/q which may not
be knownexactly. Howeveronecan generateestimators fromd better thanToiand
To3 with the help of (2.9), (2.10) and (3.2) withoutknowing the exact optimum -,
weights.

In Table-1, we present the optimumvalues of the weights wi and W2 in the
proposed estimatord for differentcut-offpoints t in the range 1 ^ s 10 and for
samples of sizes n=5,10,20 and50. Thetablerevealsthat for a given n thevalues
of W02 decrease monotonically as Ve increases and for a fixed t/O, they increase
monotonically with increasing n. On the other hand it is found that in the range
1 s Ke s 2, Woi is a monotonically decreasing function while in the range
3 £ Ke s 10 it is a monotonically increasing function of Ve and n for given n and
Ve respectively.

Further it is observed that in the range 4 s t/0 £ 10 and 5 s n s 50

0.33 < Woi < 0.91 ; 0.005 < W02 < 0.52 and

0.44 < W01+W02 < 1.03.

Moreover in the range 4 s t/0 s 10,

for n= 5 : 0.33 < woi < 0.45 ; 0.45 < W01+W02 < 0.62

n = 10 : 0.41 < wqi < 0.64 ; 0.64 < W01+W02 < 0.81

n = 20 : 0.47 ^wqi < 0.79 ; 0.79 < W01+W02 < 0.94

n = 50 : 0.51 < wqi < 0.91; 0.91 < W01+W02 < 1-03

It is noted that inthe range 1s t/0 s 3 , w^^^ > a 0.138 , while inthe
range 4 s Ke s 10, 0.005 £ <w^^, . It indicates that role of the component
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in d is quite important for 1 s-Ke £ 3 but diminishes as Ke increases and one

may in practice use only the component y^ of dfor t/0 >10 .

The above observations may be quite helpful in makingsuitable choices of
the values of wi and W2 which may not be optimum but near optimum at least.

Table 1: Optimum Values ofWeights wi and W2 in d- s^

t/0 n 5 10 20 50

1
woi 1.071 0.990 0.940 , 0.907

W02 3.757 4.388 4.705 4.894

2
wol 0.279 0.257 0.190 0.138

W02 1.208 1.596 1.834 1.993

3
Woi 0.295 0.286 0.266 0.245

W02 0.554 0.773 0.936 1.051

4
WOI 0.336 0.415 0.470 0.511

W02 0.275 0.383 0.460 0.516

5
WOI 0.378 0.515 0.621 0.704

W02 0.140 0.187 0.219 0.240

6
WOI 0.407 0.574 0.705 • 0.808

W02 0.072 0.092 0.104 0.112

7
WOI 0.425 0.607 0.748 0.859

W02 . 0.037 0.045 0.050 0.052

8
•WOI 0.435 0.624 0.770 0.884

W02 0.019 0.022 0.024 0.025

9
WQi 0.441 0.632 0.781 0.896

W02 0.009 0.011 0.011 0.011

10
WOI 0.444 0.637 0.786 0.902

W02 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
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